 sky castle ii

strong angel ii

international distributed medical intelligence

know where

distributed networked forces

operational experimentation

perceptual modulation

perception is the direct awareness derived directly from  summation of all the senses(what is happening now), in concert with memories (what has happened before )and anticipated states (what you expected to happen

you don’t even have a way to talk about it ....

where in the knowable universe does the phenomena exist....

evolving dynamic complexity

on the fly adaptive processes utilizing available resources 

future state focus

future state modulation

experimental languaging



what can be sensed
what can you sense now
what would you like to be able to sense
what sense would it make to be able to sense it

what is the desired capability


there will be a required mentality 

global resource optimizing  knowledge integration  techniques 

entity specific dynamic event thread progression trajectory

fractal modeling technique

develop representational methods with sufficient complexity to express high dimensional experience

memetic engineering 

reflective and responsive

spatialized mental modeling with context specific structuralization

comprehensible complexification

design an adaptive experimental methodology

whole systems approach  

multiscale reasoning


...................................................


A concept of  operations based experimentation will be developed and iterated 

A social network for experimentation will be established to ensure cooperativity

  key interface technologies will be identified , acquired , tested and evaluated for utility

An experimental   infrastructure will be  initiated





objective is the testing and evaluation of a suite of tools designed for operational experimentation

Specifically those technologies that allow for the (consensual) identification and tracking of humans and other specific assets and anticiapated human needs

to develop and deploy a heterogeneous testnet for vetting communications systems and sensor networks ,assess their immediate utility / deployability 


  bringing focus, energy, and resources to the development of new knowledge for refining advanced applications of emerging technologies to meet the requirements of developing a globally deployable, intelligently configurable mobile communication matrix.  










